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WARNINGS 

 
- Do not operate this heater unattended. 

- Turn off the heater when refueling. 

- Do not burn gasoline. 

- When operating the heater there MUST be an open fresh air vent. 

- Do not light a warm burner or it can result in an explosion. 

- Do not use a pressurized fuel tank. 

- Do not plug the overflow fitting. 

- Install a CO alarm. 

- Follow ALL installation and operation procedures. 
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1. About a Natural Draft Diesel Heater  

 
A Dickinson diesel heater has many advantages to other heating appliances. 

They can be run on no power but has a 12v draft assist fan to provide draft 

assistance. Our heaters are equipped with simple but reliable internal 

components including a gravity feed oil metering valve to a vaporizing oil 

burner where the fuel vaporizes by natural draft to burn a beautiful clean fire 

in the viewing combustion chamber. A vaporizing oil burner is designed to 

transform oil to a vapor state and then burn the vapor. Vaporizing is 

achieved by the oil reaching 465 F. Once the oil is vaporized, it becomes 

flammable and an efficient and clean combustion is the result. 

 

To obtain a clean and efficient combustion, 3 factors must be in a balanced 

proportion. 

 

1. Draft- the volume of air rising through the exhaust chimney. 

2. Oxygen- replacement supply of fresh air. 

3. Fuel- Input in proportion to the supply of draft and oxygen. 

  

 

Dickinson diesel heaters can also be calibrated to run kerosene (K) and stove 

oil (S). See “Fuel Variations” on Pg. 27. This code will be indicated on the 

side of the valve. 

 

A hot water coil can be factory installed or added later to also enjoy water 

heating from your Dickinson diesel heater. Hot water coils are available in a 

1 turn coil for all model heaters to heat approx. 5-10 gallons of water. Hot 

water coils are also available in 2 turn coils for only the Antarctic and 

Lofoten models to heat approx. 15-20 gallons of water. 

 

 

2. Important Notes 

 
Here are some important notes to remember when installing a Dickinson 

diesel heater: 

 

• Mounting & location, 12v power hook-up, minimum 4ft and a 

maximum 8ft of chimney, the location of hole for the chimney & the 

fuel supply.  
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• VERY IMPORTANT: Unrestricted permanent fresh air inlet 

required to draw in outside air needed for correct operation. 

 

• Fuel must be filtered and not exceed a pressure of 4 psi or a fuel 

pressure regulator must be used to avoid dangerous flooding 

(Dickinson part# 20-003).  

 

• A barometric damper must be installed to help regulate the draft. A 

barometric gives you more control in the “fuel to air” mixture needed 

for correct operation. The valve controls the fuel whereas the fan 

increases the air and the barometric decreases the air (See Pg. 9). 

 

• Install a CO alarm. 

 
*** Low Sulfur Diesel Fuel Baffle maybe needed if using low sulfur diesel. 

 

3. Ventilation 
Do NOT operate this heater in an enclosed area without a permanent fresh air 

inlet designated for your heater. This is required to draw in outside air for 

correct operation. To guarantee that fresh air is available for your heater, good 

ventilation is essential. You MUST replace the air inside your boat at the same 

rate that the heater is removing it. The higher the heater’s burning rate, the more 

air the heater will require. If the air flow is blocked or restricted, the heater will 

burn inefficiently, create soot, blow out and can even be a very dangerous health 

hazard.  

A permanently open fresh air inlet MUST be installed or dedicated to the heater. 

This inlet must be at least 3" in diameter.  Ducting to the heater is also an option. 

It is important to create and maintain a positive pressure inside the boat. High 

winds can draw air out from the boat and thus create a negative pressure.  This 

condition can result in down drafts. Ensure that when you do have windows 

open that they do not create a suction effect in the cabin due to the window’s 

position and the wind direction.  In a similar way, it is possible for the air intake 

on your engine to suck the air out of a cabin if it is not properly vented.  

Your heater is a natural draft appliance and it creates its draft pressure like a 

chimney in a wood stove. The rising, heated air in the chimney pulls fresh 

air into the heater as it rises up the chimney and exits the flue cap. The 

greater the draft pressure, the more able the heater will be to resist strong 
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winds, overcome flue elbows that inhibit draft and the hotter you will be 

able to get your heater without sooting. A CO alarm should be installed in 

the boat. We also recommend the Dickinson high heat shut-off #02-210. 

 

4. How Does the Chimney affect the Heater?  
The heater does not create the draft for a natural draft appliance to operate; it 

is the chimney that creates the draft for operation. The purpose of a chimney 

is to take the combustion products (smoke and gasses) from the appliance to 

the atmosphere outside your boat, and at the same time, to draw air in for 

combustion into the appliance. This movement of combustion air and 

exhaust is called draft.  

In essence, it is the difference in pressure between the air inside the chimney 

flue and the outside air that creates this movement. Warmer, lighter gases in 

the flue will move upward.  

To keep the pressure conditions favorable, we need a tall column of warm 

air inside the chimney, and cooler air outside. The warm air will tend to rise, 

drawing the exhaust from the appliance out. As air exits the chimney, fresh 

air for combustion is drawn into the appliance. The stronger the upward draft 

in the chimney the more likely you won’t experience downdraft. 

Important Factors of the Chimney 

Since draft is a measure of pressure, chimney draft is affected by pressure 

conditions in the boat. Several factors come into play:  

1. Adequate air. First, there must be adequate air movement into the 

boat to make up for the air exiting through the chimney. If the boat is 

very tightly insulated, the volume of air drawn up the flue will exceed 

the volume of air entering the boat, and the boat will gradually 

become depressurized. With lower pressure in the boat than outside, 

there will be a tendency for air to be drawn back into the boat from all 

available openings including down the chimney.  

2. Air movement in the boat. Second, air movement in the boat must 

not interfere with the chimney. As air flows out through the one 

window, air is drawn from another to replace it. This is called the 

stack effect, since the boat acts like a stack, or chimney. If the stack 

effect is powerful enough, it will overcome the chimney's upward 

draft and pull replacement air (and smoke) into the boat through the 

chimney.  
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3. Competition for available air. Third, there must not be too much 

competition from other devices in the boat, such as exhaust fans, a 

large engine or air-exchange systems. If something else is sucking the 

air out of the boat, the chimney might not be powerful enough to 

overcome it, and exhaust might be drawn into the boat from the 

chimney.  

4. Proper chimney design. And finally, a chimney must be designed to 

accommodate the volume and type of exhaust being emitted by the 

appliances it serves. This involves correct sizing, adequate height, and 

proper construction. See the “Chimney Pipe” section on pg. 9. 

Since the chimney draft is affected by so many factors, draft problems 

can be complicated to find.  

 

Testing the Draft 

To find where the air is being drawn, twist a paper towel into a wick, light it 

and blow it out to create smoke. Placing the smoking wick near the open 

hatches, windows or vents will lead you to the location. Installing or opening 

opposing vents will allow the air to come in from a path of least resistance 

and not disturb the draft in the chimney. 

Downdraft 

A common reason for downdraft is burning the heater too low (too much air 

in the burner and not enough fuel). If the flames are burning below the top 

burner ring and inside the burner pot then it is burning inefficiently causing 

the draft to be too weak going up the chimney allowing downdraft down the 

chimney. When the flames are burning above the top ring then the natural 

draft is at its strongest so it can fight against downdraft. 

 

 

5. Installing your Heater 

 
Location 

Plan your heaters location prior to installing to ensure the location chosen 

will fit the specifications and safety clearances. Combustible material closer 

to the heater then the specified safety clearances must be lined with 

insulation or cement board and a metal liner with a .5” standoff for air 

movement behind. Another alternative is using insulation or cement board 
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and ceramic tile. The wall behind the heater and the first length of chimney 

pipe should also be lined with such material. See diagram below. 

 

Safety Clearances 

Above- 30”, In front- 18”, Sides- 12”, Below- 6” 

 

 

Facing Direction 

The heater ideally should face the bow or stern of the boat, particularly on a 

sailboat. Fuel is gravity fed from the oil metering valve into the burner so if 

the valve should drop below the level of the burner, the fuel would not flow 

uphill into the burner, which will put out the fire. In a beam-facing 

installation, the oil metering valve may have to be relocated to the side of the 

heater. There are holes located on the side to hold the repositioned valve 

bracket. See diagram below. This can’t be done on the Newport model as it 

must face bow or stern only. This will allow the heater to operate up to 15 

degrees. If you have any doubt regarding the need for a valve bracket, please 

email us. info@dickinsonmarine.com 

 Note: the heaters valve & burner should be in line with the boats keel. 
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Mounting 

There are holes provided in the feet of the heater to allow appropriate 

fasteners to secure it to the floor. The Newport model has the appropriate 

brackets to secure the heater to the bulkhead. The drip tray will then fit 

under the bottom of the heater. 

*The Newport bulkhead heater must be secured with the rear mounting 

brackets supplied. 

* All other model heaters must be secured to the floor through the bolt holes 

in the legs. 

**REMEMEBER: remove all protective plastic on ALL parts of the heater. 

Chimney Pipe 

The location and configuration of the chimney stack is very important to the 

operation of the heater. A long, straight chimney stack will ensure a strong 

draft for correct operation. The diameter of the chimney must be what is 

specified. We recommend that the length of your chimney is a straight 5-6ft 

run with a minimum of 4ft long and a maximum of 6ft for 3” diameter 

chimneys and 8ft for 4” diameter chimneys. Avoid using elbows and if 

necessary, use 45 degree elbows and allow for as much straight pipe as 

possible with a minimum of 12” (28 cm) from the top of the heater. There is 

no connector to connect the chimney pipe to the heater. There is a flue collar 

already attached to the top of the heater and the pipe can attach by squeezing 

the pipe into an oval shape and fitting it over the flue collar. 

 

Chimney Pipe Diameters 

Newport, Alaska & Antarctic Heaters- 3” diameter chimney (7.5cm) 

Lofoten- 4” diameter chimney (10cm)  

 

Barometric Damper 

We have 2 options for installing the barometric damper into your chimney. 

You can either have the barometric attached to a 22” stainless pipe to be the 

first piece of pipe of your chimney off the top of the heater or a 7” piece of 

pipe that you can fit into your chimney 12” to 24” from the top of the heater. 

 

Alaska, Newport & Antarctic model heaters 

Part# 16-001: 3” x 22” stainless pipe with barometric 

Part# 16-010: 3” x 7” stainless pipe with barometric 
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Lofoten model heater 

Part# 17-001: 4” x 22” stainless pipe with barometric 

Part# 17-010: 4” x 7” stainless pipe with barometric 

 

 

The barometric damper should be installed in oil and solid fuel heaters. The 

purpose is to maintain a strong draft without causing too much air to the 

“fuel to air” mixture. When the damper is adjusted, the draft is altered by 

allowing air to be pulled into the chimney by the air inlet on the damper and 

not pulled into the burner. This gives you more control. Having a barometric 

allows you to burn your heater at lower temperatures giving you the control 

to adjust the draft once the fuel is adjusted to ensure a clean burn. 

 

Install the barometric tee pipe with the front flap facing fore and aft. In order 

for the barometric to work efficiently it must be installed between 12” and 

24” from the top of the heater. If using a flue guard, turn the barometric tee 

to the back as it does not have to be seen to work 

 

To adjust the flap on the barometric, back off the jam nut and turn the 

counterweight so the flap is standing closed. Once the heater has been 

burning for some time and the room temperature is starting to rise, it is a 

good time to do the adjustment. Adjust the counterweight so the flap starts to 

open (aprox 6mm or ¼”). This will allow air to enter the barometric tee and 

reduce the air entering the burner. This will help the flame to burn above the 

top burner ring. If the flame is still burning below the ring, adjust the flap 

open another 3mm or 1/8”. At this time, if there is flames burning below the 

top burner ring and the barometric flap is open aprox 9mm or 3/8”, do not 

adjust the flap open any further and increase the valve setting until the flame 

is burning above the top ring. 
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Deck Fitting 

To install the thru deck fitting, a hole must be cut in your deck. Depending on 

the diameter of the chimney stack will depend on the size hole that needs to be 

cut. There should be a 1” clearance all around the chimney pipe. For example, a 

3” diameter exhaust pipe would require a 5” hole drilled in the deck and a 4” 

pipe would have a 6” hole. Once a hole is cut, you can line the raw hole with 

epoxy, caulking or a metal liner to finish it off. Just ensure there is a 1” air gap 

between the side of the hole and the chimney pipe. 

The thru-deck fitting includes a stainless steel dress ring for the interior of 

the cabin and a neoprene rubber gasket to better seal the fitting on the deck 

side. Depending on the contour or the angle of the cabin top, you may need 

to make a hardwood spacer block. One surface of the block would be a level 

plane to mate to the deck cap. The other would match the angle or contour of 

the cabin top. A hole through the center of the block would also be 2 inches 

greater then the diameter of the flue pipe.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

*The Lofoten model has a 4” diameter pipe so it would need a 6” hole. 

 

 

Exhaust Cap 

The Dickinson DP or H style exhaust caps are most recommended. The 

exhaust cap will fit over the crimp on the deck fitting or flue pipe. The 

location of the exhaust cap above deck must be clear of any immediate 

obstruction that may cause unusual air movement or turbulence.  

CAUTION: The Exhaust Cap gets hot when the stove is operating. 
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Heater Installation Diagram 
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6. Fuel System Installation 

For efficient and safe operation of the heater, follow all recommendations 

for properly installing the fuel system.  

 

DANGER: Never use gasoline in a heater. Use only #2 diesel, #1 stove oil 

or kerosene. The valves are factory calibrated to #2 diesel; if #1stove oil or 

kerosene is preferred you would need to order a valve stem or new valve 

specifically manufactured for your specific fuel viscosity. 

*** If in colder temperatures it may be wise to burn kerosene or add fuel 

additives to your fuel to keep the fuel viscosity thin for correct operation. In 

some cases, a valve with a higher flow rate may be needed. 

Fuel Supply & Overflow Feature  

 The fuel supply fitting on the oil metering valve is a 3/8” (10mm) flare 

fitting and the overflow is a 1/4” (6mm) flare fitting. To make these 

connections you will need a flaring tool to connect the 3/8” flare nut as well 

as a 1/4” flare nut. ACR (refrigeration) copper tubing should be used for the 

first 3 feet of fuel line from the heater. Approved hose can be used for the 

remainder of the installation. Run the fuel lines as straight as possible to 

avoid air locks. Check all connections for any leaks. 

 

The overflow safety feature is designed to allow the controlled escape of 

fuel from the heater in case of over pressurization. If dirt, debris, or too 

much pressure gets into the needle and seat inside the valve, the fuel will rise 

and overflow out of the valve and away from the heater. It is common to get 

a few drips now and then from the movement in rough waters, however, 

more then a few drops of fuel from the overflow indicates the need to 

service and clean the valve.  

Under NO circumstances plug the overflow fitting!! A fuel line must be 

taken from the overflow fitting back to the main tank if the fuel is supplied 

from the main tank. If the fuel is supplied from a day tank, then run the 

overflow line to a container away from the heat source. The fuel overflow is 

a gravity escape. Do not install the overflow line so that is goes up or in 

loops as this will cause an air lock and block the fuel from escaping. Plastic, 

rubber or copper tubing may be used for the overflow line.  

 

Note: If the your fuel tank vent or fill tube is higher than the valve of the 

heater, and the overflow of the heater goes back to the main tank, there may 
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be a chance when re-filling that the fuel will back flow up the overflow and 

out of the valve. For this reason a manual shut-off will need to be teed in the 

overflow line and closed when refilling tanks. Do not use a check valve. 

Remember to re-open the shut-off valve on the overflow line. 

 
Fuel Filter & Manual Shut-off’s 

 The fuel must be filtered before the fuel pump and before the oil metering 

valve to prevent dirt and debris from plugging up the check valves in the 

pump and the needle and seat in the valve. There also must be a manual 

shut-off by the tank and also close to the heater as the pressure on the needle 

in the valve will wear it out faster. We can supply a ¼” NPT fuel filter with 

a shut-off for close to your heater for this purpose. (Part# 20-010) The 15 

micron stone element in the filter (part#20-020) should be replaced every 1-

2 years. 

 

Fuel Supply  

The fuel can be supplied to your heater by either your main tank or a day 

tank and fed with either a fuel pump or gravity depending on your install. 

Gravity Feed 

When using a gravity tank, there should be a minimum head of 12" (30.48 

cm) above the fuel level marked on the side of the oil-metering valve to 

operate correctly.  The gravity feed tank must be vented and all fuel lines 

must be as straight as possible to avoid air locks. Do NOT use a pressurized 

tank. 

 

The oil metering valve is rated to an incoming fuel pressure of 3 psi. If the 

pressure exceeds 4 psi, a pressure regulator will be needed in the supply line. 

(Part # 20-003) If installing a gravity tank larger then 30gal or higher than 8 

feet above the valve of the heater, you will also need a pressure regulator. 

 

Fuel Pump 

When a low pressure fuel pump is used, a fuel line must be tee’d in as close 

to the fuel tank as possible, not from the engine supply line or engine filter. 

Use a check valve in the heater fuel line to stop the engine from pulling back 

the fuel and starving the heater. 
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7. Walbro Fuel Pump Installation 

When installing a Walbro fuel pump you must ensure it is mounted 

approximately at the level of the valve on the heater. These pumps can 

“pull” fuel but have trouble “pushing” fuel so it must be gravity fed from the 

pump to the heater. The lift and the climate will then indicate if you need the 

standard pump (part#20-000) or the heavy duty pump (part#20-002). We 

highly recommend the heavy duty pump for all installs so you have the 

option of adjusting the pressure if needed. 

The standard pump Walbro’s FRD-2 part# 20-000 is a 12v DC pump with a 

pressure of 3psi. It is for a standard installation where the climate is fair and 

fuel run from the fuel supply to the pump is less then approx. 4ft vertical and 

15ft horizontal. 

The heavy duty pump part# 20-002 is Walbro’s FRD-2 12v DC pump with a 

factory retrofitted pressure spring and an adjustable pressure regulator 

installed for a higher pressure pump for a heater installation in a colder 

climate and where the fuel run from the fuel supply to the pump is higher 

then approx. 4ft vertical and 15ft horizontal. This pressure regulator will 

adjust the pressure higher or lower to the oil metering valve. 

*If using the heavy duty fuel pump part# 20-002, the adjustable pressure 

regulator attached has a thread size of 1/8” NPT. It is soft die cast aluminum 

so use caution when connecting the fittings. The numbered settings are only 

for reference because depending on the fuel supply installation and the 

climate will depend on the pressure of each setting. Disconnect the fuel line 

at the valve and allow the pump to push the air out of the fuel line to see a 

constant flow of fuel going into a bucket. Set the regulator to the lowest 

setting. Watch the flow of fuel. Adjust the regulator setting until there is a 

constant flow of fuel pouring into the bucket. If you have adjusted the 

regulator to the highest setting with still no constant flow of fuel, the 

regulator can be adjusted. Pierce a hole in the sticker on the center of the 

knob with a 5/64
th

 Allen wrench and turn the adjusting screw clockwise ½ a 

turn.  

To prime the pump, pump fuel into a container to remove all the air in the 

fuel lines. After a cup of fuel has been pumped, reconnect fuel line to the 

valve. If there is no fuel getting to the pump or there’s air in the fuel line the 

pump can make a chattering noise. 
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Once the valve is full of fuel and the pressure has been reached the fuel 

pump will still continue to tick, but less frequent. Once the pressure drops in 

the valve the pump will then begin to tick more frequent depending on the 

demand of fuel from the valve. To lessen the noise of the pump pulsing, a 

rubber backing can be installed.  

 

The pump should be included in a control circuit with a 2 amp fuse so it can 

be turned off when the heater is not in use. NOTE: If the power to the pump 

is shut off, the fuel could still flow through to the pump by way of siphon.  

The flow of fuel should be turned off using the shut-off valve near the heater 

as well as the oil metering valve. 

 

The pumps can be installed with fuel inlets and outlets up or down, however 

mounting the pump with the fuel inlet (spout looking side) on top will give 

the pump extra pressure and is easier to clean. The pump will need to be 

primed the first time only to remove air in the fuel line. There are 3 check 

valves in the pump to prevent the back flow of fuel, so the pump should stay 

primed.  If the pump does not stay primed then 1 of the check valves in the 

pump needs to be cleaned 

 

The pump should be installed in a ventilated area and not near a hot exhaust. 

Connect the ground to a negative battery. This pump is not recommended for 

gasoline. 

 

 

Walbro FRD-2 Fuel Pump Upgrade 

To upgrade a Walbro FRD-2 (part#20-000) to a Heavty Duty pump 

(part#20-002) a factory spring & regulator must be installed. If you find you 

are not getting fuel to the valve with the FRD-2 standard pump you may 

need the stronger pump with the stronger pressure. Please contact Dickinson 

to order a stronger spring & regulator. info@dickinsonmarine.com 

 

Once you have received a stronger spring and regulator from Dickinson, you 

can upgrade your pump to a stronger pressure. Unscrew the 3 torx screws (t-

20) and with twisting the lid back and forth, pull it straight back off.  Note 

the pump plunger, spring, check valve, and a very small amount of fuel will 

drop out if installed as per diagram.  Place the check valve as shown in the 

diagram on top of the heavier replacement spring, and the spring on top of 

the pump plunger and push it back into the pump body holding it in with a 

finger.  Note the magnetic part of the plunger is on the opposite end of the 
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spring. Replace the lid with the gasket on by lowering  your finger  on to the 

red O ring sleeve without the plunger falling out  (the plunger is about 2” 

long so you have room to lower your finger out of the way). The red O ring 

sleeve will fit inside the pump tube and the black O ring will fit over the 

outside of the pump tube and will require twisting and pushing the lid 

straight back in.  This is a little tight but that is what makes the seal. Rotate 

the gasket and replace the screws. 

 

Now that your standard pump is upgraded to a heavy duty pump it must be 

primed. When priming the heavy duty pump hold down the knob of the 

pressure regulator to prime the fuel lines to take out the air. Then turn the 

dial to the lowest setting on the regulator and increase the pressure one 

increment at a time until the pump is just delivering a constant flow at the 

heater. 
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8. Draft Assist Fan Installation 
 

The 12v draft assist is not needed for operation but highly recommended as 

it will help to vaporize the fuel and give more control in burning the heater 

as clean as possible. The fan is a 12v DC fan that the draw is .17amp. The 

fan is 12v and if 24v or 32v is needed, resistors are available. This fan is 

rated for 8000 hours and is only for start up and for higher temperature 

settings as using the fan all the time will burn it out prematurely and make 

hard carbon deposits inside your burner pot clogging up the air holes causing 

the heater to not operate correctly. 

 

When turning the fan on, turn it up to a faster speed first, then you can adjust 

it back down to a slower speed as this gets the fan blade going.  

 

Whenever possible, ensure a weatherproof connection between wires with 

solder or the appropriate connectors with 18awg wire. The motor mount 

‘bushing’ washers should be placed in between the mount bracket and the 

main housing NOT between the mount bracket and the head of the fastener.  

 

 

.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

During start up, operating at higher settings or during windy conditions, you 

want to use the combustion assist fan on your heater to artificially boost the 

draft. Your heater should operate without the use of the fan on lower 

temperature settings. Some heater installations with only the minimum flue 

heights or with flue elbows that inhibit the draft may need the use of the fan 

more often.  
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9. Optional Hot Water Coil Installation 

 
A hot water coil can be added to also enjoy water heating from your 

Dickinson diesel heater. You can either order your heater with one already 

installed in the heater or you can install the coil later yourself. Hot water 

coils are made of 5/8” OD stainless steel tubing and are available in a 1 turn 

coil for all model heaters to heat approx. 5-10 gallons of water. Hot water 

coils are also available in 2 turn coils for only the Antarctic and Lofoten 

models to heat approx. 15-20 gallons of water. To plumb the hot water to the 

heater, ½” copper tubing should be used with the compression fittings 

provided. 

 

The coil in a heater can be used to heat the water in your existing hot water 

supply tank. If the tank is mounted above the lower coil, the water will 

circulate on its own from the tank into the hot coils and rise back into the 

tank by convection. If not, the water will need to be circulated by a low 

volume water pump. The temperature of the water will change depending on 

the speed of which it’s circulating and the operating settings on the heater.  

 

It takes approx. 3000 btu’s to raise 10 gallons of water to 30 degrees in 1 

hour. Most of the btu’s that the heater produces is dissipated as radiant heat 

and is expelled through the chimney. Therefore, only a general guideline as 

to water heater capability can be set.  

 

WARNING: A pressure relief valve must be present or dangerous pressure 

buildup will occur. 

 

* See typical coil install diagrams on pg. 20* 

 

It is best to order the heater with the coil already installed but follow these 

instructions for replacing or installing a new coil. 

 

1.  Remove the nuts holding the outer shield and open the front door to 

manipulate the front and back shield off the Newport and Alaska model 

heaters. 

 

2.  Remove the top baffle from inside the firebox. 
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3.  Punch out the 2 knockouts on the back of the heater or drill them if not 

there. 

 

4.  Fit the coil inside the firebox and through the 2 holes in the back panel 

leaving about 2” sticking out the back. 

 

6.  Replace the baffle. This keeps the coil in place until the coils are 

connected. It is important that the coil be positioned so there is a constant 

rise in the tube as it goes to the back of the heater. This aids in the 

movement of the water or glycol. Use the 90 degree compression fittings 

supplied to connect. 
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10. Operation 
 
The first time the oil-metering valve is turned on it will take 5-10 minutes 

for the fuel lines to fill and oil to appear in the bottom of the burner.  

 
Burner Assembly 

 

Low Sulfur Baffle – Clips into the burner over top of  

all other parts.  Used to deflect more heat down into the 

burner to vaporize fuel more efficiently 

 

 

 

 

Superheater – Used to transfer heat from the flame 

above the burner to the bottom of the burner to vaporize 

fuel.  The open ring is the top and the washer that is 

attached to the legs goes in the bottom of the burner.  Good 

metal on metal contact is necessary for proper heat transfer   

 

 

 

 

Burner ring – Sits in the inner ring located inside the 

burner.  Is meant to sit inside that ring with the spun flange 

directed downwards.   

 

 

 

 

     

Burner – Combustion should take place above the burner 

ring and not down inside the burner.  It is essential that the 

burner stays clear of carbon build up and that the 4 rows of 

primary combustion air holes are poked out to ensure 

continuous airflow. 
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Lighting Procedure 

 

1. Turn on the fuel pump or open the gravity feed valve to allow fuel to 

flow into the oil metering valve on the heater. 

2. Open the door or open the lid and twist the superheater so the bottom 

makes a good contact with the bottom of the burner. 

3. Lift and turn the oil metering valve knob on to setting #5 for 2 

minutes to accumulate 2 tablespoons of oil in the bottom of the burner 

pot. 

4. Then turn the oil metering valve OFF. 

5. Twist a piece of tissue, light it and throw it into the pool of oil in the 

burner pot. Use a poking tool to push the lit paper into the pool of oil. 

6. Once the oil has ignited, replace the lid or close the door.  

7. Turn the draft assist fan on to the medium speed (6 o’clock) then turn 

it back down to the slowest speed (4 o’clock). 

8. After a few minutes, watch the flames grow above the top burner ring 

where they should burn at all times. 

9. It will take approx. 5-10 minutes for the priming fuel to burn. Once 

the flames drop back down into the burner pot it’s time to turn the oil 

metering valve back on. 

10. Lift and turn the oil metering valve knob to setting #2.5 and turn the 

fan OFF and watch the flames grow back to above the top burner ring. 

11. Wait 20 minutes for the heater and chimney pipe to warm up before 

you adjust the valve further. 

 

*NOTE: The flames must ALWAYS burn above the top burner ring 

regardless of the valve setting. 

 

***DANGER: If the flames go out at any point at this stage, turn the 

valve off and wait 5-10 minutes for the burner to cool. Re-lighting warm 

diesel or a flooded burner can result in an explosion. *Do not use 

gasoline or any other flammable materials to light the burner. Do not 

operate this heater unattended. 
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11. Approximate Valve & Fan Settings 

 

Heater Temperature                     Valve Setting                  Fan Knob Position 

Cold Start                                        # 2 to # 3                         Off 

Warm Low                                      # 1 to # 2                         Off 

Warm Low (cold or windy)            # 2 to # 3                         4 to 5 o’clock 

Medium                                           # 3 to # 4                         5 to 6 o’clock 

Medium (cold or windy)                 # 4 to # 5                         6 to 7 o’clock 

High                                                 # 5                                   7 o’clock 

 

* Operating the fan can deliver too much air and cause the burner to run too 

lean (too much air in the fuel to air mixture). If you find that the flames start 

to burn below the top burner ring, turn the fan down slightly or increase the 

fuel slightly. 

*  The fan has a low amperage motor and will need to have the speed control 

turned up to a faster speed to get the fan blade spinning, then turn it down to 

the appropriate setting. This also applies, should the fan blade rattle. 

* The best low speed setting is at the 4 to 5 o’clock position on the speed 

control knob. The best medium setting is at the 5 to 6 o’clock position and 

the best high setting is at the 6 to 7 o’clock position. 

* When turning up the valve wait a minute and watch the flames react before 

adding air. 
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12. Operation Tips 
 

When operating on the lower temperature settings the burner needs less air. 

To reduce the air, adjust the barometric damper open wider, turn off the fan, 

and add more fuel even if you do not want the heat. It is better to make too 

much heat and dissipate it than to run the burner too lean with flames inside 

the burner pot as this will result in hard carbon build up and soot. The burner 

is designed to burn a certain amount of fuel on low and if less fuel is burned, 

it causes the flames to end up below the ring, inside the burner pot causing 

an unclean burn.  

 

Turning up the valve in small increments will help the draft to catch up with 

the fuel increases, keeping a good fuel to air mixture, which helps in 

reducing soot. 

 

When on medium to higher settings, the flames start to look orange with 

black tips, turn the fan on using the lowest fan speeds, increase air slowly 

until the flames start to turn yellow and more vibrant.  

 

If you turn the fan on too high the air will burn off all the fuel leaving 

the flames below the burner ring resulting in carbon soot. 

 

***Remember, the key to burning this heater correctly is to find the right 

fuel to air mixture. When adjusting the fuel, you must adjust the air to find 

the correct balance so you have the cleanest burn. 

 

After the heater is well heated and cabin temperature is reaching comfortable 

temperature, the valve body and the fuel in it will start to warm up and the 

fuel will become thinner, flowing faster causing the heater to burn hotter. An 

adjustment will have to be made to turn down the fuel to a lower setting or 

add more air for a higher setting. 

 

 

 

 

Please visit our website and view Dickinson Marine’s Operation Video 

www.dickinsonmarine.com/video.html 
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13. Flooding the Burner 
A vaporizing oil burner of this type can be flooded if care is not taken to prevent 

excess oil entering the burner when lighting.   By following the lighting 

instructions flooding will be avoided. A flooded burner that is still burning 

should be turned off and the heater monitored until the oil has burned off. Use 

the combustion assist fan to add air to fully combust the excess fuel.  

Reasons that will flood your burner. 

� Increasing the fuel supply too quickly without use of the combustion 

assist fan. 

� Poor draft and/or ventilation. 

The suggested method to fix a flooded burner is to sacrifice a toilet paper 

roll as a perfectly fitted sponge and then dispose of the oil soaked roll. For 

this reason, always monitor the heater closely when lighting. 

 

DANGER: This oil must be removed from the pot before the heater is lit 

again or the heater will dangerously overheat. 

 

If the flame has extinguished, the oil metering will continue to deliver fuel to 

the burner causing it to accumulate fuel to a level of 5/8” from the bottom of 

the burner and no more. Never relight this amount of fuel. 
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14. The Oil Metering Valve & Fuel Flow 
 

Safety Fuse 

A high temperature fuse is incorporated into the oil metering valve. The 

adjusting screw on the top of the knob of the oil metering valve is fitted with 

a fusible sleeve. This fuse will melt if the valve knob reaches a temperature 

of 165 degrees F. This will shut-off the flow of oil into the burner. Under 

normal conditions, the valve is at room temperature. If the high fire sleeve 

melts it indicates too much heat is by the valve compartment. Overheating of 

this kind is due to burning the heater too lean with the flames burning down 

in the burner pot and should be rectified before the heater overheats again.  

 

In case of the release of the high temperature fuse, remove the brass nut and 

do not move the adjusting screw. Apply heat from a lighter to re-solder the 

link back into its original position which was flat on the top. Once back in 

place the adjusting screw will not need re-adjusting. Make sure to now burn 

the heater correctly with ALL flames above the top of the burner. See the 

Operating Tips section of this Manual. 

 

Fuel Adjustment 

The height of the valve-adjusting knob will determine the quantity of oil 

exiting from the valve outlet.  The height is determined by the length of the 

metering screw against the fuel ramp on the main casting of the valve.  

Remove the anti-vibration set screw (5/64 or 2.5mm Allen key) located in 

the center of the brass nut on top of the knob (turn counterclockwise). The 

adjusting screw may be (5/64 Allen) or a very small flat head. Adjust 1/8 

turn at a time. After finishing the adjustments, return the set screw using 

needle nose pliers to hold the adjuster from turning when locking set screw 

in place 
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Fuel Flow Measurements 
If your heater is burning rich (making soot or smoking) or burning lean 

(flames not burning above the top burner ring), adjust the valve fuel flow as 

follows regardless of what type of fuel: 

1) Unscrew the compression nut from the bottom of the valve with 2 

wrenches and bend away the copper fuel line. Allow the oil to drip into a 

cup or container. 

2) Lift and turn the valve knob to the #1 setting. Measure the quantity 

of oil dripping slowly from the fuel outlet.   

On Setting #1: 

All models                                 1 teaspoon in 50 sec (4.5 cc per min)  

                                                   1.29 IMP Gal per day on low  

 

Fuel Variations 

It is unlikely that the fuel you are using is the same viscosity as the fuel used 

to calibrate the oil-metering valve. Diesel is one of the few fuels you can 

reliably get all around the world but the quality and viscosity of that fuel is 

variable. Fuel differs on a routine basis even though you buy the same oil 

from the same supplier. Factors influencing oil viscosity include: the 

temperature; the age and quality of the fuel; the regional differences due to 

local refineries; and the particular mix of certain brands of fuel.  

 

The oil metering valve is calibrated for #2 diesel, unless otherwise 

requested. Burning diesel #1 (stove oil) will allow 25% more fuel and 

burning kerosene will allow 50% more fuel to flow through the oil-metering 

valve.  Because of this, it is important to burn the fuel for which the heater 

has been calibrated. Metering valves are available for diesel (D stamped on 

the side of the valve), kerosene (K) or stove oil (SO).  

 

It is important to know that although you can re-calibrate your valve to each 

variation of fuel, you can also adjust the way you operate the heater to 

compensate for these variations. If the oil is thicker than usual, open the 

valve more or use less of the fan. If the fuel is thin, run the fan more to burn 

off the fuel to keep a clean burn. 
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NOTE: Bio-Diesel is not recommended for use in Dickinson diesel stove 

and heaters due to the extreme viscosity changes due to temperature changes 

and the lack of consistency available throughout the different regions.  Using 

Bio-Diesel in your stove/heater can result in but is not limited to clogged 

fuel lines and oil metering valves, inconsistent burn, lack of heat, carbon 

encrusted burn pot and rich sooty burn. 

 

 

Oil Metering Valve Operating Ranges 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Oil Metering Valve Repair Kits 

The oil metering valves have 3 generations as the size of the inside 

components have changed over the years. Valves from the 2006 to present 

generation will have a “C” stamped on the side of the valve. 

 

Before 1994: No components available (must replace valve) 

 

1994-2006: Repair Kit part# 02-200 

 

2006- Present: Repair Kit part# 02-200C 

 

Includes: float, float pin, high temp screw, fuel screen, O ring, needle, seat, 

& washer. 
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Oil Metering Valve Repair 

 
The repair kit has been packed with all the parts to rebuild your oil metering 

valve. The parts may differ in detail from what you have in your valve. This 

is due to changes and to the unavailability to the parts over the decades.  

 

1. Disconnect the copper fuel lines from the valve inlet and outlet and 

overflow using 2 wrenches, then remove the valve from the mounting 

bracket, do not remove the bottom fitting or the overflow fitting from the 

valve. Unscrew the two retaining screws holding the valve top to the body. 

Note that the valve top and the valve knob are attached. 

 

2. Remove the float from the float pin; remove the needle from the seat 

fitting. Using a 5/16ths socket, remove the seats fitting from the valve top 

casting; however leave the copper washer in.  

 

3. Remove the fuel inlet fitting only and clean or replace the stainless screen 

behind the inlet fitting. Clean the threaded aperture in the top casting to 

remove any dirt or buildup. Perhaps use a pipe cleaner to clean the path from 

the inlet hole to the seat fitting aperture.  

 

4. Remove and replace the viton ‘o’ ring on the valve stem, and clean the 

stem groove. Clean out the stem guide in the bottom of the valve housing 

and the overflow tube. 

 

5. Clean the inside of the valve housing castings, top and bottom. Replace 

oil inlet screen with new and replace the inlet fitting into the top casting (use 

teflon tape and do not over tighten).  

 

6. In 02-000 kit only, place the small adaptor in over the copper washer and 

place the new copper/brass washer over the adaptor, then screw in the new 

seat into the top casting until tight but not so tight as to damage the 

aluminum threads of the casting (35 inch pounds). 

 

7. Place the new needle in the seat and slide the new float on so the flat 

bracket groove catches the neck of the needle. 

 

8. Insert the float hinge pin and test the movement of the float up and down 

and that it moves the needle up and down in the fitting.  (When held upside-
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down, the bottom of the float should be parallel to the casting of the valve, in 

both directions). This very important to keep the float from binding on the 

stem guide as it moves up and down. If the float is not parallel to the casting, 

the float pin tabs on the float will need adjusting. Hold the float firmly and 

bend the tabs using needle nose pliers, being gentle to not break the float 

from the tabs (a small crack is acceptable). Bend both tabs down or both up 

to keep the float level parallel, being careful not to put pressure on the 

needle and seat when making the adjustments. Check the float for sitting 

perfectly straight as you may need to bend one tab up and the other tab down 

in order to achieve the bottom of the float straight in both directions.  

 

9. Replace the top casting into the bottom casting so the metering stem slides 

in to the metering guide with oil inlet on the same side as the oil overflow. 

Replace the 2 top screws snugly, and move the control knob up and down 

while tightening the 2 screws. Once tight, the control knob should move up 

and down freely in any position.  

 

10. Measure your fuel flow to the specifications on Pg. 27. Once you have 

adjusted the flow rate, check the overflow fuel line for oil drips. If the float 

is operating correctly and adjusted parallel to the casting, the oil level in the 

valve will be correct. The high fire screw inserted into the high temperature 

fuse can also be replaced or kept as a spare. 
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Oil Metering Valve Diagram 
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15. Burner Assembly 
Your diesel heater has been equipped with a 6” “Airflow” burner. There are 

two components in the burner that must be correctly placed for the heater to 

operate properly. The burner ring must be placed at the top of the pot so the 

outside edge of the ring fits into the groove in the top of the pot. Ensure that 

the ring fits in evenly and snugly all the way around the pot and that all of 

the oval shaped slots are clearly visible.  

 

The second component is the superheater. The superheater is placed through 

the burner ring and will sit on the bottom of the burner with the round 2” 

disc sitting 2” up from the bottom of the burner.  The bottom of the 

superheater should sit flat on the bottom of the burner to radiate heat to the 

fuel coming in through the center of the superheater washer. This will need 

to be kept clean to allow fuel to flow through it. The ring of the superheater 

will sit up above the burner ring where the flames are and radiate heat down 

to the vaporizing fuel. The 2” round disc sitting 2” above the bottom of the 

burner deflects the hot rising vapor up the sides of the burner pulling in the 

primary air needed to mix with the fuel. 
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16. Maintenance 

 
Fuel Maintenance Checklist (CHECK ONCE A YEAR) 

1) Disconnect the fuel inlet line from the valve and place into a 

bucket. Turn on your pump or open your gravity feed valve to 

ensure there is a constant flow of fuel. This will indicate your fuel 

filter and fuel pump are operating correctly. 

2) Remove the fuel inlet fitting from the valve and clean the screen 

behind. 

3) Replace fuel inlet line to the fuel inlet fitting. Disconnect the fuel 

outlet line and place a cup or small container underneath the valve. 

4) Turn the valve on to setting #1 and measure the fuel drip from the 

fuel outlet of the valve. It should measure 1 teaspoon per 50-60 

seconds. This will indicate that the valve is working correctly. 

5) Before re-connecting the fuel line, put some paper towel inside the 

burner pot and blow into the fuel line so if any dirt is in there, it 

will blow into the burner onto the paper towel. 

6) Re-connect the fuel line to the fuel outlet on the valve and wipe the 

inside of the burner clean with the paper towel. 

        

Cleaning the Burner 

Carbon accumulates in the burner over a period of time and it must be 

cleaned out or the air cannot get into the burner and the heater will not 

operate correctly. It is especially important to ensure the air holes are clear.   

 

If you are burning good quality fuel and the heater is burning efficiently 

above the top burner ring this cleaning procedure will only be required once 

a year. If there is rapid carbon build up in the burner pot, it indicates the 

heater is not being operated correctly or the need for a barometric damper 

adjustment. If you do not have a barometric you should install one to reduce 

the air in the burner that is causing the carbon build up. This must be 

rectified for satisfactory operation of the heater. 

 

1) Open the door and remove the burner ring and the superheater 

2) Insert the reamer tool provided into the fuel inlet hole. This will 

prevent loose carbon from falling into the fuel inlet during cleaning. 

3) With a wire brush, scrape any loose carbon from the sides of the 

burner. 
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4) Using a paperclip, poke out the four rows of twelve air intake holes on 

the sides of the burner to ensure they are clear of any soot. 

5) Remove any loose carbon from the base of the burner. 

6) Remove the reamer tool and replace burner ring and the superheater. 

 

Cleaning the Fuel Line 

Any blockage in the fuel line from the oil-metering valve to the burner can 

be cleaned by removing the clean-out plug situated directly under the burner.   

The fuel lines themselves can be cleaned with compressed air or a pipe 

cleaner or even blowing air through to remove any blockages. The plug then 

must be replaced with tape sealant and checked for leaks. Tap the fuel line 

once re-connected to clear any air locks.                 

 

Exterior Surface 

Little maintenance is needed for stainless steel. There are many stainless 

steel cleaners available and these may be applies as needed. An abrasive 

scotch bright pad can be used to remove burn discoloration or surface 

scratches by rubbing parallel to the grain of the brushed metal. 

 

Replacement Parts 

*Replacement Valve: Newport & Alaska- part# 02-011, Antarctic- part# 02-

000, Lofoten- part# 02-019 

*Replacement Fan: Newport & Alaska- part# 01-031, Antarctic & Lofoten- 

part# 01-030 

*Replacement 12v Fan Speed Control: Newport, Alaska, Antarctic & 

Lofoten: part# 01-072 

*Replacement 6” Burner & Components for all models: Burner Ring: part# 

03-040, Superheater: part# 03-060, Burner: part# 03-010 

 

*For replacement parts not shown here please e-mail us for more 

information. info@dickinsonmarine.com 
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17. Trouble Shooting 

 
*Flames are burning incorrectly inside the burner pot- The flames are 

burning too lean, this is to say too much air and/or not enough fuel. Reduce 

the air intake first by adjusting the barometric damper flap open to 3/8”. This 

will keep the draft in the chimney strong but reduce the amount of air being 

drawn into the burner. Turn the fan off. If flames still below the top burner 

ring then start adding more fuel until ALL the flames are above the ring Pg 

22 & 23. 

 

*There is hard carbon build-up inside the burner- This is also caused by 

burning the flames in the burner below the top ring. The burner needs a little 

more fuel and a little less air Pg 22 & 23. 

 

*Flames are orange and dirty creating soot on the window & deck- The 

flames are burning too rich, this to say too much fuel and / or not enough air. 

Add air first by turning the fan on. Just add enough air to turn the flames 

vibrant yellow and not lazy orange with black tips, however adding too 

much air will burn off the fuel and the flames will end up below the top 

burner ring. After a short time you will get to know what positions to set the 

fuel and air to maintain the most heat with the cleanest flames Pg 24. 

 

*Burner flooded with fuel- Is caused by fuel entering the burner faster than 

it is burning and is caused by increasing the fuel supply too quickly without 

the use of the combustion assist fan. Poor draft and/or ventilation Pg 25. 

 

*Fuel is leaking out the overflow or the top of the valve- The overflow 

line may have an air lock causing the excess fuel to back up into the valve, 

or excessive pressure going into the valve Pg 13. 

 

*Fuel isn’t getting to the burner- The fuel line may be plugged from the 

valve to the burner. Disconnect the fuel outlet from the bottom of the valve 

and let the valve drip fuel into a small container or cup. Next blow hard 

through the fuel line so any debris will end up in the burner, then reconnect. 

If the valve was dripping fuel and the fuel line is not plugged tap the copper 

line to remove any air lock Pg 31. 

 

*I am getting downdraft down my chimney pipe- The smell of diesel or 

smoke coming into the boat may be caused by negative ventilation Pg 5-7. 
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The chimney may not be getting hot enough to create a strong draft Pg 5-7. 

Turn the fan on to a very slow speed but balance the fuel to keep flames 

above the ring Pg 18. Adjust the barometric flap so it is open between ¼ to 

3/8 Pg 9. 

 

*There was an explosion inside my heater-This is caused by a downdraft 

however the air is sucked in by a negative draft that actually blows out the 

flames but is hot enough to re-ignite the hot vapor.  Follow instructions for 

downdraft Pg 5-7. 

 

*My valve is turned to the OFF position and oil is still going to the 

burner- This is a broken O ring in the valve. See diagram Pg 29. 

 

 

*** Low Sulfur Diesel Fuel Baffle maybe needed if using low sulfur 

diesel. 

 

Low sulfur and Ultra Low diesel is now being used in many places and 

depending on the heater and the chimney configuration, the fuel may be 

burning differently than it did before or does usually.  

 

Please perform all troubleshooting before assuming it is a low sulfur fuel 

issue. A burner baffle is available or included with your heater, that retains 

heat in the combustion chamber and will speed up the vaporization of these 

new types of diesel fuels. The baffle is placed on top of the burner edge. Use 

the draft assist fan more as the fan is needed more to burn off the new type 

of fuel. 

 

Indications of Low or Ultra Low Sulfur Fuel In-complete Burn  

▪ The flames burn below the top burner ring inside the burner pot. 

▪ Turning up the fuel flow from the valve makes no change to the flames.  

▪ It takes a long time for the flames to go out when the valve is shut off. 

▪ Followed all troubleshooting and still having issues with getting heat. 

▪ Excessive hard carbon in the bottom of the burner 

 

The low sulfur fuel requires a little more air, so keep the flames as vibrant as 

possible. You will soon find what fan settings are best. Do not to use too 

much air so the flames will fall back into the burner, and create the hard 

carbon. 
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There is no way to tell what type of fuel you may have, low sulfur and ultra 

low sulfur diesel is a yellow-green or a red-brown color. 

 

Make sure to keep a close eye at the fuel accumulation at the bottom of the 

burner pot, if the burner isn’t reaching the high temperature this type of fuel 

needs to vaporize, the fuel will not burn off causing a good puddle of fuel. 

Once the burner does reach temperature, the abundance of fuel will start to 

burn causing the heater to overheat, which can cause damage to the heater. 

 

18. Warranty Policy 
 

We at Dickinson wish to maintain a reasonable and easy system for returns, 

warranty, returns and exchanges.  To accomplish this, we would like to 

inform you of some helpful guidelines and procedures to use and follow 

when sending back product to the Dickinson Marine. All correspondence 

regarding returns, warranties and exchanges will go through the factory of 

Dickinson Marine in Surrey, BC, Canada and the product MUST be returned 

to this location. 

 

Warranty  

 

Dickinson Marine warranties all of its products for a period of one year 

dated from the purchase of the product by the end user with proof of 

purchase or a registered warranty. We warrant our barbeque burners for a 

period of 3 years dated from the purchase of the product by the end user with 

a registered warranty. The warranty card should be copied for your records 

and returned to Dickinson to activate your warranty within 90 days of your 

purchase. You can also activate it online at www.dickinsonmarine.com  

A copy of the warranty card must have been received or a proof of purchase 

must be presented to receive the warranty.   

 

1. The customer can contact us directly to settle any warranty issues. We 

are pleased to help. Call us toll free 1-800-659-9768 or email: 

info@dickinsonmarine.com 

 

2. If the customer is returning a complete product they see as defective, 

be sure the product has been assembled correctly and is being used 

correctly. If you are not sure please call our Technical Help 

Department @ 1-800-659-9768. Dickinson Marine will not provide 
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credit for used products that are not defective. In these cases, it is best 

to call the factory to determine if the product is being used correctly, 

has been assembled correctly or is in fact defective. 

 

3. All products being sent back to Dickinson Marine must have a Return 

Authorization Number.  Contact us at Dickinson Marine toll free 1-

800-659-9768 or e-mail info@dickinsonmarine.com to obtain a 

Return Authorization Number. This allows us to track and process 

your return. Once you have received an RA# from us, include your 

proof of purchase and ship to the address below. We recommend you 

ship using the mail service insured and retain a tracking number. 

Customers are responsible for the shipping costs for all returns and 

exchanges.  

 

Dickinson Marine Returns 

Unit# 101-17728 66 Ave 

    Surrey, BC 

V3S 7X1, Canada 

 

 

4. Products that are demonstrably older than the warranty period or those 

that have obviously been misused will not be returned, exchanged, or 

repaired. 

 

Non-defective Returns & Exchanges 

Dickinson reserves the right to apply a 20% restocking fee for returned 

product sent back. An RA # will be needed from the factory to facilitate any 

return. Credits will be made at the last purchased price for that part number. 

 
Limited Warranty 
 

WARRANTY PROVISIONS:  Dickinson warrants this product to be free of defects in 

workmanship and materials for a period of one year.  This warranty is limited to claims 

submitted in writing within a one-year period following the date of purchase.  If any part 

of your new product fails because of a manufacturing defect within the warranty period 

Dickinson offers to replace said parts free of charge, provided, however, that such parts 

have not been improperly repaired, altered or tampered with or subjected to misuse, 

abuse or exposed to corrosive conditions.  This warranty, however, is limited by certain 

exclusions, time limits and exceptions as listed below.  Read these limitations and 

exclusions carefully. 
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TIME LIMIT: This warranty is given too and covers only the original purchaser.  

Coverage terminates one year from the date of purchase for parts replacement. 

EXCLUSIONS : This warranty does not cover or include : (a) Any normal deterioration 

of the product and appearance of items, due to wear and/or exposure; (b) any guarantees, 

promises, representations, warranties or service agreements given or made by an 

authorized distributor or other person selling this product, other than those specifically 

stated herein; (c) any damage or defect due to accident, improper repair, alteration, 

unreasonable use  including failure to provide reasonable and necessary maintenance, 

misuse or abuse of the equipment, or exposure to corrosive conditions.  This warranty is 

conditioned upon normal use, reasonable and necessary maintenance and service of your 

product, and written notice being given promptly upon Buyer's discovery of a warranty 

claim, pursuant to paragraph 6 below.   Reasonable and necessary maintenance is 

maintenance which you are expected to do yourself or have done for you.  It is 

maintenance, which is necessary to keep your product performing its intended function 

and operating at a reasonable level of performance. 

 

DAMAGE LIMITATION WARNING : IN NO EVENT SHALL Dickinson BE LIABLE 

FOR ANY INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, INCLUDING (BUT 

NOT LIMITED TO) LOSS OF USE OF THE PRODUCT, LOSS OF TIME, 

INCONVENIENCE, EXPENSES FOR TRAVEL, LODGING TRANSPORTATION 

CHARGES, LOSS BY DAMAGE TO PERSONAL PROPERTY OR LOSS OF 

INCOME, PROFITS OR REVENUE. 

 

ORAL OR IMPLIED WARRANTY LIMITATIONS: The foregoing warranty is 

exclusive and in lieu of all other warranties, written or oral, expressed or implied, 

including but not limited to any warranty or merchantability or fitness for a particular 

purpose. 

 

TRANSFER LIMITATIONS: This warranty is not assignable or transferable.  It covers 

only the original purchaser. 

 

CLAIM PROCEDURE:  In the event of a defect, problem or that a breach of this 

warranty is discovered, in order to protect any warranty rights you must promptly notify 

Dickinson.  Give name, address, and model name, location of unit, description of 

problem and where you can be reached during business hours. 

 

RESERVED RIGHT TO CHANGE:  Dickinson reserves the right to make changes or 

improvements to products it produces in the future without imposing on itself any 

obligations to install the same improvements in the products it has previously 

manufactured. 

 

SECOND OR SUBSEQUENT OWNER: Dickinson does not give any warranty to 

secondary or subsequent purchasers, and it disclaims all implied warranties to such 

owners. 
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INSPECTION: To assist you in avoiding problems with your product and to validate this 

warranty you are required to do the following: (a) read the warranty; (b) inspect the 

product.  Do not accept delivery until you have examined the product with your supplier; 

(c) ask questions about anything you do not understand concerning the product. 

 

OWNER REGISTRATION: Fill out the WARRANTY CARD within 30 days from the 

date of delivery. WARRANTY: RETURN OF THE CARD IS CONDITION 

PRECEDENT TO WARRANTY COVERAGE AND PERFORMANCE.  IF YOU DO 

NOT FILL OUT AND MAIL THE CARD AS DIRECTED, YOU WILL NOT HAVE A 

WARRANTY. 

 

 

19. Register your Warranty….. 
 

Please register your warranty with Dickinson Marine. Fill out and send back 

the warranty registration below. Make sure to include the serial # for our 

records. 

 

No warranty will be extended for improper installations. Use of any 

unapproved materials, equipment, or installation procedures will result in a 

voided warranty. Do not use any substitutes of the heaters valve, burner or 

fan other then the ones supplied by Dickinson. Dickinson Marine accepts 

no liability for any damage or loss of service resulting from unapproved 

modifications. 
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Warranty Form 

I have read and understand the Limited Warranty and the entire Instruction 

Manual and agree to the terms and conditions. (PLEASE PRINT) 

 

Name: ______________________________________________________ 

 

Address: ____________________________________________________ 

 

Phone: ______________________________________________________ 

 

Heater Model Name: ___________________________________________ 

 

Heater Serial #:_______________________________________________ 

 

Date of Purchase: _____________________________________________ 

 

Seller’s Name: _______________________________________________ 

 

Seller’s Location: _____________________________________________ 

 

Signature: ___________________________________________________ 

 
This warranty form can also be filled out online. www.dickinsonmarine.com 

 

 

 

Dickinson Marine 

#101-17728 66 Avenue, Surrey, BC 

V3S 7X1 Canada 

Tel: 604-574-8641 

Fax: 604-574-8659 

E-mail: info@dickinsonmarine.com 

Website: www.dickinsonmarine.com 

 
 

All rights reserved. No part of this manual may be reproduced without permission 

in writing from Dickinson Marine. Dickinson also reserves the right to modify or 

change without notice, any materials, applications, equipment, accessories, and/or 

prices. All measurements and weights are approximate. 

Schiffsausrüster für traditionelle Schiffe und  
klassische Yachten · Werftausrüstung

Notkestraße 97 · 22607 Hamburg 
Tel.: +49 (0)40 - 88 90 100
Fax: +49 (0)40 - 88 90 1011
toplicht@toplicht.de · www.toplicht.de
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)DNWRUHQ��GLH�GLH�9LVNRVLWlW�YRQ�gOHQ�EHHLQIOXVVHQ�
4XDOLWlWVDQJOHLFKXQJHQ�XQG��YHUEHVVHUXQJHQ�VHLWHQV�GHU�+HUVWHOOHU
VRZLH�GLH�7HPSHUDWXU�GHV�gOV�

'HU�%UHQQVWRIIUHJOHU�ZXUGH�I�U�'LHVHO������NDOLEULHUW��DX�HU�QDFK�DQGHUZHLWLJHU�$EVSUDFKH��
:LUG�+HL]|O������DOV�%UHQQVWRII�YHUZHQGHW��IOLH�W�����PHKU�%UHQQVWRII��XQG�PLW�3HWUROHXP
����PHKU�%UHQQVWRII�GXUFK�GHQ�5HJOHU��

(6�,67�:,&+7,*��'$66�',(�%5(11672))$57�9(5:(1'(7�:,5'��)h5�',(�'(5
5(*/(5�.$/,%5,(57�:85'(�

0LWKLOIH�GHU�FKDUDNWHULVWLVFKHQ�9HUEUDXFKVZHUWH��VLHKH�7DEHOOH��NDQQ�IHVWJHVWHOOW�ZHUGHQ��RE
GLH�)ODPPH�DXI�GHU�HLQJHVWHOOWHQ�6WXIH�]X�JUR��RGHU�]X�NOHLQ�EUHQQW��

0(6681*�'(5�%5(11672))=8)8+5

:HQQ�GHU�2IHQ�]X�KHL��RGHU�QLFKW�KHL��JHQXJ�EUHQQW��N|QQHQ�6LH�GLH�%UHQQVWRII]XIXKU�PHVVHQ
XQG�VR�HLQVWHOOHQ��GDVV�6LH�GLH�REHQ�DXIJHI�KUWHQ�9HUEUDXFKVZHUWH�HUUHLFKHQ��'DEHL�JHKHQ�6LH
IROJHQGHUPD�HQ�YRU�

�� /|VHQ�6LH�GLH�hEHUZXUIPXWWHU�GHU�%UHQQHU]XOHLWXQJ�XQG�OHJHQ�6LH�GLH�/HLWXQJ�IUHL��'DV
0HVVLQJ�9HUELQGXQJVVW�FN�VROOWH�GDEHL�PLW�HLQHP�6FKUDXEHQVFKO�VVHO�JHKDOWHQ�ZHUGHQ�
XP�HLQ�9HUZLQGHQ�GHU�.XSIHUOHLWXQJ�]X�YHUKLQGHUQ��

��� 6WHOOHQ�6LH�GHQ�5HJOHU�DXI���

��� 0HVVHQ�6LH�GLH�gOPHQJH��GLH�DXV�GHU�%UHQQHU]XOHLWXQJ�WURSIW��'LH�0HVVXQJHQ�VROOWHQ
IROJHQGHV�HUJHEHQ�

5HJOHU�DXI�� � ��7HHO|IIHO�LQ����6HNXQGHQ��FD����FPñ�0LQ��
5HJOHU�DXI�� � ��7HHO|IIHO�LQ����6HNXQGHQ��FD�����FPñ�0LQ��

:HQQ�GLH�HUPLWWHOWHQ�:HUWH�QLFKW�PLW�GLHVHQ��EHUHLQVWLPPHQ��LVW�HLQH�$EZHLFKXQJ�GHU�.ODVVH
E]Z��GHU�9LVNRVLWlW�GHV�YHUZHQGHWHQ�%UHQQVWRIIV�GLH�ZDKUVFKHLQOLFKVWH�8UVDFKH��VLHKH
(LQVWHOOXQJ�GHU�%UHQQVWRII]XIXKU���6����



�

(,167(//81*�'(5�%5(11672))=8)8+5

%HDFKWHQ�6LH�GLH�'HWDLO]HLFKQXQJ�GHV�gOUHJOHUV��6����

'LH�+|KH�GHV�gOUHJOHU�'UHKNQRSIV�EHVWLPPW�GLH�%UHQQVWRIIPHQJH��GLH�]XU�%UHQQHU]XOHLWXQJ
DXVWULWW��'LH�(LQVWHOOXQJ�GHU�%UHQQVWRII]XIXKU�NDQQ�EHL�GHU�.RQWUROOH�GHU�=XIXKU��ZLH�REHQ
EHVFKULHEHQ��RGHU�DXFK�EHL�EUHQQHQGHP�2IHQ�YRUJHQRPPHQ�ZHUGHQ��

9RUDXVVHW]XQJ� � ������6HFKVNDQWVFKO�VVHO��PLWJHOLHIHUW�

9RUJHKHQVZHLVH�

�� $XI�GHP�5HJOHU�'UHKNQRSI��6HW]HQ�VLH�GHQ�,PEXVVFKO�VVHO�DQ�GHU�(LQVWHOO�6FKUDXEH�DQ�
6FKUDXEHQ�6LH�JHJHQ�GHQ�8KU]HLJHUVLQQ�XQG�HQWIHUQHQ�6LH�GLH�NOHLQH�)HVWVWHOO�
6FKUDXEH�

��� 6WHOOHQ�6LH�GHQ�5HJOHU�.QRSI�DXI���

�� �6HW]HQ�6LH�GHQ�,PEXVVFKO�VVHO�ZLHGHU�LQ�GHU�(LQVWHOO�6FKUDXEH�DQ�

��� 'UHKHQ�6LH�JHJHQ�GHQ�8KU]HLJHUVLQQ��XP�GLH�%UHQQVWRII]XIXKU�]X�YHUULQJHUQ��XQG�LP
8KU]HLJHUVLQQ��XP�GLH�=XIXKU�]X�HUK|KHQ��:LU�HPSIHKOHQ��QLFKW�PHKU�DOV�HLQH�KDOEH
8PGUHKXQJ�]XU�=HLW��ELV�GLH�ULFKWLJH�(LQVWHOOXQJ�JHIXQGHQ�LVW��

��� 6HW]HQ�6LH�GLH�NOHLQH�)HVWVWHOO�6FKUDXEH�ZLHGHU�HLQ��9HUPHLGHQ�6LH�GDEHL��GLH�(LQVWHOO�
6FKUDXEH��ZHOFKH�6LH�JHUDGH�JHULFKWHW�KDEHQ��]X�YHUVWHOOHQ��LQ�GHP�6LH�VLH�IHVW�KDOWHQ�

g/5(*/(5���6,&+(5+(,769255,&+781*(1

��� 'HU�h%(5/$8)�ZXUGH�HQWZLFNHOW�XP�]X�YHUKLQGHUQ��GDVV�]X�YLHO�gO�LQ�GHQ�%UHQQHU
OlXIW��ZHQQ�VLFK�]��%��9HUXQUHLQLJXQJHQ�LQ�GHQ�/HLWXQJHQ�RGHU�GHP�5HJOHUYHQWLO
DEJHVHW]W�KDEHQ��

�� �)/$00(�9(5/g6&+7���:HQQ�GLH�)ODPPH�EHL�DXIJHGUHKWHP�gOUHJOHU�YHUO|VFKW�
YHUKLQGHUW�HLQH�6LFKHUKHLWVDEVFKDOWXQJ�LP�5HJOHU�PLW�6FKZLPPHU��GDVV�ZHLWHU
%UHQQVWRII�LQ�GHQ�%UHQQHU�OlXIW��'DV�gO�VDPPHOW�VLFK�LP�%UHQQHU�ELV�]X�HLQHU�+|KH�YRQ
FD������FP��������EHYRU�GLH�=XIXKU�XQWHUEURFKHQ�ZLUG��',(6(6�g/�0866�925�'(0
(51(87(1�$1=h1'(1�'(6�2)(16�(17)(517�:(5'(1�

��� =8�+2+(�7(03(5$785���'LH�(LQVWHOO�6FKUDXEH�DXI�GHP�gOUHJOHU�'UHKNQRSI�LVW
YRQ�HLQHU�6LFKHUKHLWVPDQVFKHWWH�XPJHEHQ��'LHVH�6LFKHUXQJ�VFKPLO]W��ZHQQ�GLH
7HPSHUDWXU�GHV�5HJOHU�'UHKNQRSIV�FD�����*UDG�HUUHLFKW��ZRUDXIKLQ�GLH
%UHQQVWRII]XIXKU�]XP�%UHQQHU�XQWHUEURFKHQ�ZLUG��8QWHU�QRUPDOHQ�%HGLQJXQJHQ�KDW�GHU
5HJOHU�'UHKNQRSI�5DXPWHPSHUDWXU��:HQQ�GLH�hEHUKLW]XQJVVFKXW]�0DQVFKHWWH
VFKPLO]W��LVW�GLHV�HLQ�=HLFKHQ�GDI�U��GDVV�GLH�7HPSHUDWXU�LP�5HJOHU�%HUHLFK�]X�KRFK�LVW�
',(�856$&+(�/,(*7�,1�816$&+*(0b66(5�%(',(181*��',(�)/$00(
0866�,00(5�2%(5+$/%�'(6�%5(11(55,1*6�%5(11(1��)DOOV�GLH
6LFKHUKHLWVPDQVFKHWWH�JHVFKPRO]HQ�LVW��LVW�VLH�DOV�(UVDW]WHLO�EHL�'LFNLQVRQ�HUKlOWOLFK��

/$66(1�6,(�'(1�%5(11(1'(1�2)(1�1,(�81%($8)6,&+7,*7�



�

/8)7=8)8+5

8P�VLFKHU]XVWHOOHQ��GDVV�DXVUHLFKHQG�6DXHUVWRII��)ULVFKOXIW��I�U�GLH�9HUEUHQQXQJ�LP�2IHQ
YRUKDQGHQ�LVW��,67�)h5�*87(�%(/h)781*�=8�625*(1��'LH�)ULVFKOXIW�LP�%RRWVLQQHUHQ
PXVV�LQ�GHP�0D�H�DXVJHWDXVFKW�ZHUGHQ��ZLH�VLH�YRP�EUHQQHQGHQ�2IHQ�YHUEUDXFKW�ZLUG��-(
+(,66(5�'(5�2)(1�%5(117��'(672�0(+5�)5,6&+/8)7�=8)8+5�,67
(5)25'(5/,&+�

'D�GLH�PHLVWHQ�%RRWH�UHODWLY�OXIWGLFKW�VLQG��ZLUG�HLQ�6(3$5$7(5��'$8(51'
*(g))1(7(5�)5,6&+/8)7�(,1/$66��/h)7(5��(03)2+/(1��GHU�HLQHQ
0LQGHVWGXUFKPHVVHU�YRQ������FP������KDEHQ�VROOWH��(LQH�GLUHNWH�)ULVFKOXIWOHLWXQJ�]XP�2IHQ�LVW
GLH�EHIULHGLJHQGVWH�/|VXQJ��(V�LVW�ZLFKWLJ��LP�%RRWVLQQHUHQ�HLQHQ�LP�9HUJOHLFK�]XP�lX�HUHQ
/XIWGUXFN�JOHLFK�KRKHQ�RGHU�K|KHUHQ�/XIWGUXFN�]X�HUUHLFKHQ�E]Z��]X�HUKDOWHQ��%HL�VWDUNHQ
:LQGHQ�NDQQ�/XIW�DXV�GHP�%RRWVLQQHUHQ�³JHVDXJW´�ZHUGHQ�XQG�VR�HLQ�8QWHUGUXFN�HU]HXJW
ZHUGHQ��ZDV�]X�$EZLQGHQ�LP�$EJDVURKU�I�KUHQ�NDQQ��

:,5�(03)(+/(1�'(1�(,1%$8�(,1(5�&2��$/$50$1/$*(�

/$66(1�6,(�'(1�%5(11(1'(1�2)(1�1,(�81%($8)6,&+7,*7�

817(567h7=81*6�9(17,/$725��&(�=HUWLILNDW�

'(5�2)(1�)81.7,21,(57�0,7�1$7h5/,&+(5�)5,6&+/8)7=8)8+5�81'�.$11
$8&+�2+1(�817(567h7=81*6�9(17,/$725�%(75,(%(1�:(5'(1

'HU�8QWHUVW�W]XQJV�9HQWLODWRU�ZLUG�ZLH�IROJW�HLQJHVHW]W�

��� 8P�GDV�$Q]�QGHQ�XQG�9RUKHL]HQ�]X�EHVFKOHXQLJHQ�
��� 8P�GLH�9ROOVWlQGLJH�9HUEUHQQXQJ�VLFKHU]XVWHOOHQ�XQG�VRPLW�HLQH�hEHUIOXWXQJ�GHV

%UHQQHUV�]X�YHUKLQGHUQ��ZHQQ�GLH�%UHQQVWRII]XIXKU�]X�VFKQHOO�KRFKJHUHJHOW�ZXUGH�
��� 8P�GLH�$XVZLUNXQJHQ�YRQ�$EZLQGHQ�LP�$EJDVURKU�]X�UHGX]LHUHQ��GLH�EHL�K|KHUHQ

:LQGVWlUNHQ�DXIWUHWHQ�N|QQHQ�
��� 8P�GHQ�2IHQ�PLW�KRKHU�/HLVWXQJ�]X�EHWUHLEHQ��RKQH�GDVV�HV�]X�5X���XQG

5DXFKHQWZLFNOXQJ�NRPPW��



��

:$50:$66(5%(5(,7(5��237,21$/�

'HU�2IHQ�NDQQ�PLW�HLQHU�+HL�ZDVVHUVSLUDOH�DXVJHU�VWHW�ZHUGHQ��'LHVHV�=XEHK|U�VROOWH
P|JOLFKVW�EHLP�+HUVWHOOHU�HLQJHEDXW�ZHUGHQ��DEHU�DXFK�HLQH�VSlWHUH�1DFKU�VWXQJ�LVW�P|JOLFK��

6SH]LILNDWLRQ� � HLQIDFKH�+HL�ZDVVHUVSLUDOH��&RLO��
����������FP��$X�HQGXUFKPHVVHU��(GHOVWDKO
������O�7DQN�



��

%(',(181*

9RUEHUHLWXQJHQ

D�� 3ODVWLNIROLH�NRPSOHWW�HQWIHUQHQ
E�� 9HQWLOKDKQ�DP�6FKZHUNUDIW�7DQN�|IIQHQ�RGHU�gOI|UGHUSXPSH�HLQVFKDOWHQ��GDPLW

GHU�%UHQQVWRII�]XP�gOUHJOHU�IOLH�HQ�NDQQ�
F� $OOH�gOOHLWXQJHQ�DXI�/HFNDJHQ�NRQWUROOLHUHQ
G� 'HQ�hEHUODXI�GHV�gOUHJOHUV�NRQWUROOLHUHQ��:HQQ�%UHQQVWRII�DXV�GHP�hEHUODXI

DXVWULWW��EHGHXWHW�GLHV�
H�

L�� 9HUXQUHLQLJXQJHQ�DQ�GHU�5HJOHU�1DGHO�RGHU�GHUHQ�/DJHU
LL� gO]XOHLWXQJ�]XP�%UHQQHU�YHUVWRSIW
LLL� =X�KRKHU�3XPSHQGUXFN���EHU����EDU���SVL�

/HLFKWHV��VHLWOLFKHV�.ORSIHQ�DP�gOUHJOHU�NDQQ�$EKLOIH�VFKDIIHQ

I� 6(7=(1�6,(�'(1�%5(11(5�:,(�)2/*7�=86$00(1�



��

$1=h1'(1

6LHKH�6HLWH���GHU�%HGLHQXQJVDQOHLWXQJ�

%HLP�DOOHUHUVWHQ�$XIGUHKHQ�GHV�gOUHJOHUV�GDXHUVW�HV�FD�������0LQXWHQ��ELV�GLH�gOOHLWXQJHQ
JHI�OOW�VLQG�XQG�GHU�%UHQQVWRII�DP�*UXQG�GHV�%UHQQHUV�VLFKWEDU�ZLUG��

'LH�FKDUDNWHULVWLVFKH�(QWZLFNOXQJ�GHU�)ODPPH�QDFK�GHP�$Q]�QGHQ�LVW��ZLH�IROJW�

.OHLQH�)ODPPH��6WHOOHQ�6LH�GHQ�gOUHJOHU�UHFKW]HLWLJ�ZLHGHU�DXI�6WXIH����EHYRU�GLH�)ODPPH
YHUO|VFKW�

'LH�)ODPPH�VROOWH�YRQ�]LWURQHQJHOEHU�)DUEH�VHLQ�XQG�NHLQHQ
5DXFK�HQWZLFNHOQ��:HQQ�GLH�)ODPPH�QLFKW��EHU�GHP�%UHQQHU�
5LQJ�EUHQQW��QDFKGHP�GHU�gOUHJOHU�ZLHGHU�DXIJHGUHKW�ZXUGH�
GUHKHQ�6LH�LKQ�ZHLWHU�DXI��ELV�GLH�)ODPPH��EHU�GHP�5LQJ
EUHQQW��

7,33
6WHOOHQ�6LH�GHQ�gOUHJOHU�HLQ�XQG�I�KUHQ�6LH�PLW�GHP�9HQWLODWRU�VR�YLHO�/XIW�]X��GDVV�GLH
)ODPPH�XQWHU�GHQ�%UHQQHUULQJ�VLQNW��'DQQ�UHGX]LHUHQ�6LH�GLH��/XIW]XIXKU�GXUFK�GHQ�9HQWLODWRU
VR�ZHLW��GDVV�GLH�)ODPPH�ZLHGHU��EHU�GHP�%UHQQHUULQJ�EUHQQW��

',(�)/$00(�0866�,00(5�2%(5+$/%�'(6�%5(11(55,1*6�%5(11(1��80
(,1(�237,0$/(�9(5%5(1181*�=8�*(:b+5/(,67(1�

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

$&+781*�� 1,(0$/6�(,1(1�+(,66(1�%5(11(5�$1=h1'(1���.(,1�%(1=,1
2'(5�$1'(5(�+2&+(17=h1'/,&+(��672))(�=80�$1=h1'(1
'(6�%5(11(56�9(5:(1'(1�

$&+781*��� 1,(0$/6�(,1(1�h%(5)/87(7(1�%5(11(5�$1=h1'(1�



��

(LQ�gOJDVEUHQQHU�GLHVHV�7\SV�NDQQ��EHUIOXWHQ��ZHQQ�QLFKW�VRUJIlOWLJ�GDUDXI�JHDFKWHW�ZLUG��GDVV
QLFKW�]X�YLHO�%UHQQVWRII�LQ�GHQ�%UHQQHU�HLQOlXIW��%HIROJW�PDQ�GLH�%HGLHQXQJVDQOHLWXQJ�JHQDX�
NDQQ�GDV�hEHUIOXWHQ�GHV�%UHQQHUV�YHUPLHGHQ�ZHUGHQ��

8UVDFKHQ�HLQHV�h%(5)/87(7(1�%UHQQHUV�

D�� (V�OlXIW�PHKU�%UHQQVWRII�LQ�GHQ�%UHQQHU��DOV�YHUEUDQQW�ZLUG�
E� =X�VFKQHOOHV�(UK|KHQ�GHU�%UHQQVWRII]XIXKU�RKQH�(LQVDW]�GHV�8QWHUVW�W]XQJVYHQWLODWRUV�
F� =X�JHULQJH�/XIW]XIXKU�XQG�RGHU�9HQWLODWLRQ�
G� 9HUO|VFKHQ�GHU�)ODPPH�XQG�HLQ�9ROOODXIHQ�GHV�%UHQQHUV�ELV�]X�HLQHU�+|KH�YRQ�����FP

�������EHYRU�GLH�gO]XIXKU�GXUFK�GLH�6LFKHUKHLWVDEVFKDOWXQJ�LP�5HJOHU�XQWHUEURFKHQ
ZLUG

$&+781*���1,(0$/6�(,1(1�h%(5)/87(7(1�%5(11(5�$1=h1'(1�

+(,=(1

+HL]OHLVWXQJ� .OHLQH�)ODPPH � FD����������N-
*UR�H�)ODPPH � FD���������N-

'HU�2IHQ�LVW�GDI�U�NRQVWUXLHUW���EHU�OlQJHUH�=HLWUlXPH�]X�EUHQQHQ��:HQQ�LP�6FKLIIVLQQHUHQ�GLH
JHZ�QVFKWH�7HPSHUDWXU�HUUHLFKW�LVW��PXVV�QXU�QRFK�GHU��:lUPHYHUOXVW�DXVJHJOLFKHQ�ZHUGHQ�
'DI�U�EUDXFKW�GHU�2IHQ�LQ�GHU�5HJHO�QXU�DXI�JHULQJHU�6WXIH�EHWULHEHQ�]X�ZHUGHQ��'LH
+HL]OHLVWXQJ�VROOWH�GDQQ�I�U�6FKLIIH�YRQ�HLQHU�/lQJH�ELV����)X�����P�DXVUHLFKHQG�VHLQ��DX�HU
GLH�$X�HQWHPSHUDWXU�LVW�H[WUHP�QLHGULJ��

:$5781*�81'�5(,1,*81*

g/5(*/(5���5HLQLJXQJ��V��'HWDLO]HLFKQXQJ�6����

'(5�%5(11672))�),/7(5�0866�(,10$/�-b+5/,&+�*(5(,1,*7�:(5'(1�

�� (QWIHUQHQ�6LH�GLH�%UHQQVWRIIOHLWXQJHQ�YRQ�GHU�gOUHJOHU�=XOHLWXQJ��GHU�%UHQQHU�
=XOHLWXQJ�XQG�GHP�hEHUODXI�XQG�O|VHQ�6LH�GHQ�5HJOHU�DXV�GHU�+DOWHUXQJ�

�� (QWIHUQHQ�6LH�GLH�]ZHL�'HFNHO�6FKUDXEHQ�XQG�QHKPHQ�VLH�GDV�2EHUWHLO�DE��'HFNHO�XQG
gOUHJOHU�KlQJHQ�]XVDPPHQ��

�� (QWIHUQHQ�6LH�GLH�6WLIWDFKVH�YRP�6FKZLPPHU�
(QWIHUQHQ�6LH�GLH�1DGHO�
(QWIHUQHQ�6LH�GLH�GDV�1DJHOODJHU�PLW�HLQHP�������5LQJVFKO�VVHO�

�� %HQXW]HQ�6LH�GLH�6WLIWDFKVH�GHV�6FKZLPPHUV�XQG�VWHFNHQ�6LH�VLH�GXUFK�GDV�1DGHOODJHU�
XP�GDV�NOHLQH�*XPPL�1DGHOODJHU�]X�HQWIHUQHQ��5HLQLJHQ�VLH�GDV�*XPPLODJHU��XQG
VHW]HQ�6LH�HV�PLW�GHU�HLQJHNHUEWHQ�6HLWH�QDFK�REHQ�ZLHGHU�LQ�GDV�0HVVLQJJHKlXVH�HLQ
HLQ��

�� (QWIHUQHQ�6LH�GHQ�GDV�0HVVLQJ�.QLH�GHU�5HJOHU�=XOHLWXQJ�XQG�UHLQLJHQ�6LH�GHQ�)LOWHU��
��� 6FKUDXEHQ�6LH�GDV�0HVVLQJ�1DGHOODJHU�ZLHGHU�HLQ�XQG�VHW]HQ�6LH�GLH�1DGHO�HLQ�
��� 6HW]HQ�6LH�GHQ�6FKZLPPHU�PLW�GHU�6WLIWDFKVH�ZLHGHU�HLQ��6HW]HQ�6LH�GHQ�'HFNHO�ZLHGHU

DXI�XQG�]LHKHQ�6LH�GLH�6FKUDXEHQ�DQ�

2)(1�1,&+7�$1=h1'(1��%(925�',(�%5(11672))=8+)8+5�:(57(
.21752//,(57�:85'(1��VLHKH�6����



��

%5(11(5

,P�/DXIH�GHU�=HLW�VDPPHOW�VLFK�5X��LP�%UHQQHU�DQ��GHU�GHVKDOE�UHJHOPl�LJ�JHUHLQLJW�ZHUGHQ
PXVV��:HQQ�VLH�%UHQQVWRII�YRQ�JXWHU�4XDOLWlW�YHUZHQGHQ�XQG�GLH�9HUEUHQQXQJ�LP�2IHQ�LPPHU
RSWLPDO�LVW��LVW�HLQH�5HLQLJXQJ�QXU�HLQPDO�MlKUOLFK�QRWZHQGLJ��

(,1(�5866$16$00/81*�,0�%5(11(5�'(87(7�$8)�(,1�352%/(0�%(,�'(5
9(5%5(1181*�+,1��=85�%(+(%81*�6,(+(�'$6�.$3,7(/�µ)(+/(568&+(¶�

5HLQLJXQJ

�� (QWIHUQHQ�6LH�GLH�2IHQNODSSH���HQWIHUQHQ�6LH�GHQ�%UHQQHU�5LQJ�XQG�GHQ
KHUDXVQHKPEDUHQ�)ODPPHQNDWDO\VDWRU��³6XSHUKHDWHU´�

�� 6WHFNHQ�6LH�GHQ�6FK�UKDNHQ��PLWJHOLHIHUW��PLW�GHP�JHZXQGHQHQ�(QGH�LQ�GLH
%UHQQVWRIIHLQODVV�gIIQXQJ��'LHV�YHUKLQGHUW��GDVV�ORVH�5X�SDUWLNHO�ZlKUHQG�GHU
5HLQLJXQJ�LQ�GLH�%UHQQVWRIIOHLWXQJ�JHODQJHQ�N|QQHQ��

�� %�UVWHQ�6LH�PLW�HLQHU�'UDKWE�UVWH�ORVH�5X�SDUWLNHO�YRQ�GHQ�6HLWHQ�GHV�%UHQQHUV�
�� 6WR�HQ�6LH�PLW�HLQHP�3DSS��3DSLHUVWLIWFKHQ�GXUFK�GLH�%HO�IWXQJVO|FKHU�DQ�GHQ�6HLWHQ

GHV�%UHQQHUV��XP�VLFKHU]XJHKHQ��GDVV�VLH�IUHL�VLQG��
�� (QWIHUQHQ�6LH�GHQ�5X��DXV�GHU�%UHQQHUVFKDOH�
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NEWPORT Wandofen solid fuel heater
a Kleiner, preiswerter Kajütofen für Holz, Kohle und Holzkohle. Solides Modell aus 
Edelstahl mit herausnehmbarem Aschefall und großer, verstellbarer Ofenklappe. 
B x T x H: 200 x 230 x 375 mm, Gewicht 7,5 kg, Abgasausgang 75 mm (3").
Heizleistung: 2,0 kW.
Art-Nr. Ausführung
4100-001 NEWPORT Wandofen

a

NEWPORT Ölofen Wandmontage wall mounted heater
b Kleiner, kompakter Kajütofen. Ölregler gut erreichbar hinter einer Edelstahlver-
kleidung. Ofentür mit Sichtfenster, durch das die Flamme beobachtet werden kann. 
Ausgerüstet mit 6"-Airflow Brennerschale aus rostfreiem Stahl. Unterstützungsven-
tilator 12 Volt, auch lieferbar in 24 Volt.
Heizleistung und Ölverbrauch (min./max.) 1,9 / 4,75 kW - 0,24/0,60 l/h.
Abgasrohrabgang (oval) nach oben: 75 mm (3").
B x T x H: 235 x 270 x 500 mm, Gewicht 10 kg. Die optionale Warmwasserspirale aus 
Edelstahl (Rohr-$ 16 mm) ist dafür konzipiert, Brauchwasser in einem kleinen Boiler 
direkt zu erwärmen. Die Spirale kann problemlos trockenlaufen. Auch der Anschluss 
des Heizgerätes RADEX ist möglich.
4106-001 NEWPORT Edelstahl 12 Volt
4106-021 NEWPORT Edelstahl 24 Volt
4106-011 NEWPORT 12 Volt mit Warmwasserspirale
4106-031 NEWPORT 24 Volt mit Warmwasserspirale

b

ALASKA Ölofen Standmodell floor mounted heater
c Technisch gleiche Ausführung wie NEWPORT, aber als Standmodell.
B x T x H: 220 x 250 x 520 mm, Gewicht 10 kg.
4106-002 ALASKA Edelstahl 12 Volt
4106-022 ALASKA Edelstahl 24 Volt

c

DICKINSON Ölofen LOFOTEN mit Kochplatte floor mounted heater
d Kombimodell geeignet zum Heizen und zum Kochen. Der rechteckige Kajütofen 
hat eine Höhe von nur 455 mm und findet mit seinen kompakten Abmessungen 
(B x T x H: 275 x 435 x 455 mm) auch Platz in einer kleinen Nische. Der Ofen ist, wie 
bei DICKINSON üblich, komplett aus Edelstahl hergestellt, als Berührschutz und 
Schlingerrand ist ein schwarz brüniertes umlaufendes Lochblech montiert. Der Regler 
für Dieselöl sitzt gut erreichbar auf der Vorderseite des Ofens. Ein Sichtfenster erlaubt 
die Kontrolle der Flamme von außen. Durch den eingebauten Unterstützungsventi-
lator kommt der Ofen schnell auf Betriebstemperatur, Schalter und Drehzahlregler 
dazu sind in einem abgesetzt zu montierenden Kasten. Ausgerüstet ist der Ofen 
mit dem bewährten 6"-Airflow-Brenner, Heizleistung und Ölverbrauch (min./max.): 
1,9/4,75 kW - 0,24/0,6 l/h. Der ovale Abgasabgang lässt genug Platz für einen Was-
serkessel oder einen Topf auf der herausnehmbaren Kochplatte aus Gusseisen – 
erforderliches Abgaszubehör: 4" (siehe Zubehörteile). Gewicht des Ofens: 11 kg. 
4106-004 LOFOTEN mit 12 V-Ventilator
4106-024 LOFOTEN mit 24 V-Ventilator

d

DICKINSON Heizgerät RADEX heat exchange heater
Praktisches Heizgerät, das die Zirkulation von Warmluft in der Kajüte gewähr-
leistet. RADEX wird an den Warmwasserkreislauf des Motors oder einer Warm-
wasserheizung, z. B. eines DICKINSON-Ölofens oder Herds, angeschlossen. Ein (Typ I) 
bzw. zwei (Typ II) Ventilator(en) blasen mit geringer Stromaufnahme (pro Ventilator 
0,74 A) Warmluft in den Innenraum. Die Erwärmung erfolgt über einen Wärmetau-
scher (Kupferrohr-$ 19 mm mit Aluminium-Lamellen). Bei Typ II sind die Ventilatoren 
separat schaltbar. Luftdurchsatz pro Ventilator ca. 170 m³/Std.
Außengehäuse aus gebürstetem Edelstahl.
TOPLICHT
Art-Nr.

V olt
Typ

B
mm

T
mm

H
mm

4117-001 e 12 V I 260 180 130
4117-002 12 V II 435 180 130
4117-021 e 24 V I 260 180 130
4117-022 24 V II 435 180 130

e

DICKINSON Schiffsölherde und -ölöfen
DICKINSON Schiffsölherde und -ölöfen aus Kanada, gebaut seit 1932. Ursprünglich für die Fischerei- und 
Berufsschifffahrt konzipiert, zeichnen sich alle Öfen durch eine einfache, aber durchdachte Konstruktion 
und eine solide Bauausführung aus. Alle Öfen sind, soweit irgend möglich, aus Edelstahl gefertigt. Die 

Herdplatten sind aus plangeschliffenem Gusseisen. Funktionsweise: Alle Öfen arbeiten nach dem einfachen Prinzip des Schalenbrenners. 
Verwendet werden kann entweder Dieselöl oder Heizöl. Das Öl läuft aus einem Tank, der mindestens 30 cm höher als der Ofen installiert sein 
muss, mit natürlichem Gefälle zum Regler des Ofens. Falls kein Tank installiert werden kann, ist auch die Verwendung einer elektrischen 
Ölförderpumpe möglich. Der einstellbare Ölregler, entwickelt und gefertigt von DICKINSON, regelt die richtige Ölzufuhr zur Brennerschale und 
sorgt über einen Schwimmer für die Sicherheitsabschaltung, falls der Ofen verlöschen sollte. Verlässliche Funktionsweise, da ohne störanfäl-
lige Elektrik oder Elektronik. Der Regler hat eine in den Stellknopf integrierte Sicherheitsabschaltung, die die Ölzufuhr bei Temperaturen über 
75°C dauerhaft unterbricht. Die Öfen brennen sehr leise und geben eine angenehme, trockene Wärme ab! Zur Unterstützung der Verbrennung, 
insbesondere beim Anzünden des Ofens oder bei schwierigen Zugverhältnissen, kann der regelbare Ventilator unter der Brennerschale zuge-
schaltet werden. Für eine optimale Verbrennung sind alle Ölöfen mit einem herausnehmbaren Flammkatalysator ( SUPERHEATER) ausgerüstet. 

;; Bitte anfordern!
DICKINSON 

Produktinformationen
TOPLICHT-INFO 47



DICKINSON Ölherde oil cooker
Solide schwere Herde aus bewährter kanadischer Fertigung. Zum Kochen, Backen und 
Heizen mit Diesel. Korpus aus gebürstetem Edelstahl, massive Kochplatte aus Gusseisen. 
Sehr gute Ausstattung: Schwimmer-Ölregler, ausschamottierter Brennraum, Küchplatte 
mit Schlingerrand, Topfhalterpaar, Backrost, Sichtfenster zum Brennraum und arretier-
bare Backofentür mit integriertem Thermometer. Für optimale Wärmeausbeute sorgt 
ein 12 Volt Unterstützungs-Ventilator (auch für 24 Volt lieferbar). 
Auf Anfrage auch lieferbar mit kleinem integrierten Edelstahl-Wärmetauscher (Rohr-$ 
16 mm), mit dem Brauchwasser in einem externen Warmwassertank erwärmt werden 
kann. Das Modell BEAFORT ist mit einem Staufach ausgestattet.
Für größere Geräte 6 Wochen Lieferzeit. Lieferung ohne das abgebildete Kochgeschirr.

Art-Nr. Typ
Abgas-
rohr-$

Brenner
Größe

Leistung
min./max.

Verbrauch
min. / max.

4101-000 a BRISTOL 4" 6" 1,9 / 4,8 kw 0,2 / 0,6 l/h
4102-000 b BERING 5" 6" 1,9 / 4,8 kw 0,2 / 0,6 l/h
4103-000 c PACIFIC 5" 6" 1,9 / 4,8 kw 0,2 / 0,6 l/h
4104-000 c ADRIATIC 5" 6" 1,9 / 4,8 kw 0,2 / 0,6 l/h
4105-000 c ATLANTIC 5" 7" 2,4 / 7,2 kw 0,3 / 0,9 l/h
4107-000 c BEAUFORT 5" 7" 2,9 / 9,3 kw 0,4 / 1,2 l/h

Maßtabelle DICKINSON-Ölherde 

TYP D
mm

B
mm

T
mm

H
mm

B1
mm

T1
mm

H1
mm

Gew.
kg

BRISTOL 110 533 445 431 227 292 203 37
BERING 127 630 413 520 268 324 268 40
PACIFIC 127 565 570 510 268 330 268 50
ADRIATIC 127 660 570 510 381 330 268 60
ATLANTIC 127 775 565 560 407 370 305 83
BEAUFORT 127 910 710 840 510 510 355 163

a

b

c

DICKINSON Zubehörteile accessories
Als DICKINSON-Generalimporteur und Fachgroßhändler führen wir fast alle original 
Ersatz- und Zubehörteile lagermäßig. Hier nicht aufgeführte Teile auf Anfrage.
Art-Nr. $ mm Beschreibung
4110-076 d 76 x 550 Abgasrohr 3"
4110-100 102 x 550 Abgasrohr 4"
4110-127 127 x 550 Abgasrohr 5"
4111-076 e 76 Abgasrohrbogen 45°, 3"
4111-100 102 Abgasrohrbogen 45°, 4"
4111-127 127 Abgasrohrbogen 45°, 5"
4112-076 f 76 Abgashaube 3"
4112-100 102 Abgashaube 4"
4112-127 127 Abgashaube 5"
4116-076 g 76 Abgashaube H-Form 3"
4116-100 102 Abgashaube H-Form 4"
4116-127 127 Abgashaube H-Form 5"
4113-078 76 Verschlussdeckel 3"
4113-102 102 Verschlussdeckel 4"
4113-129 127 Verschlussdeckel 5"
4113-076 h 76 Decksdurchführung mit Rosette 3"
4113-100 102 Decksdurchführung mit Rosette 4"
4113-127 127 Decksdurchführung mit Rosette 5"
4114-076 i 76 x 550 Berührschutz mit Schellen 3"
4114-100 102 x 550 Berührschutz mit Schellen 4"
4114-127 127 x 550 Berührschutz mit Schellen 5"
4115-076 j 76 T-Rohr mit Zugstabilisator 3"
4115-100 102 T-Rohr mit Zugstabilisator 4"
4115-127 127 T-Rohr mit Zugstabilisator 5"
4109-199 Ölregler (Bitte Ofentyp angeben!)
4109-220 Ölregler Repair-kit
4109-360 k „Superheater“ für 6"-Brenner
4115-311 76 Abgasregelklappe 3"

d

e f g

h

i

j

k

Abgasführungs-Adapter flue pipe adapter
l Das Abgaszubehör aus dem REFLEKS-Programm (siehe Seiten vorher) ist an 
 DICKINSON-Öfen verwendbar. Zur Verwendung der REFLEKS-Abgasrohre bieten wir 
Adapterstücke an, die am DICKINSON-Ofen ausgewechselt werden müssen.
Art-Nr. REFLEKS-Rohr-$ mm DICKINSON-Ofen
4100-070 für 70 NEWPORT, ALASKA
4100-090 für 90 BRISTOL

l

DICKINSON Heizgerät HEATEX transfer heater
m Das Heizgerät HEATEX ersetzt ein entsprechendes DICKINSON-Abgasrohr mit 
 Berührschutz. Mit dem Gerät kann Wärme, die sonst über die Abgasleitung verloren 
geht, zum Heizen zum Beispiel der Vorkajüte benutzt werden. Die warme Luft wird mit 
einem Ventilator abgesaugt und verteilt. Ventilatorkasten/Warmluftaustritt aus Edelstahl. 
Nicht im Lieferumfang: flexible Schlauchleitung für Warmluft.
12 Volt
Art-Nr.

24 Volt
Art-Nr.

Abgasrohr
Größe

Abgasrohr-$
mm

4117-031 4117-032 3" 76 x 550
4117-051 4117-052 5" 127 x 550

m
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